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UMLS (VSAC) Login Change, When Signing in from the MAT

- You will now use your VSAC API Key to log into UMLS from within the MAT.
UMLS (VSAC) Login Change, When Signing in from the MAT

• Enter the VSAC API Key to log into UMLS from MAT rather than username and password.
UMLS (VSAC) Login Change

- To find your VSAC API key, log into the UMLS site: https://uts.nlm.nih.gov/home.html
- Copy the API Key from your account profile page. Use this key when logging into VSAC from the MAT.
QDM Defect Corrections Included in this Release:

- Corrected the inability to add a direct reference code to CMS146
- ONC Jira: [https://oncprojecttracking.healthit.gov/support/browse/BONNIEMAT-694](https://oncprojecttracking.healthit.gov/support/browse/BONNIEMAT-694)
  → Measure Set ID is now included in the xml files
- HTML Human Readable file includes reference data